YES
We will plant in Gaza
How?
What are the project’s components?

We are working on a comprehensive project to revive the agricultural sector in Gaza.

The first stage involves the planting of seeds and seedlings, accompanied by the installation of irrigation systems and other necessary components.
Are there seeds and seedlings?

Yes, through our partners in Gaza. Several sources have already been contacted.

Is water available?

Yes, agricultural water will be used, not drinking water.
Are there farmers ready to plant?

Yes, we reached out to numerous farmers and the demand is increasing.

What if one of these farms is destroyed?

We will replant them along with other new farms.
What about land contaminated by chemical weapons?

It is in the subsequent stages of our plan.
How can you support?

- Donate
- Spread the word by resharing our posts
- Volunteer for this campaign
How can you donate?

* **Online donation:** Select the Revive Gaza Farmland campaign through the donation page in our bio.

* **Bank transfer:** Contact us on WhatsApp (+962796559152) so we can send you further details.

* **Cqliq transfer to APN.**

* **E-fawateer.com / Zain Cash transfer to Arab Group for the Protection of Nature.**

* **In-person:** Visit our offices in Amman.